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Abstract

Fixed-bed adsorption is widely used in industrial gas separation and is the primary method
for atmosphere revitalization in space. This paper analyzes the uncertainty of a one-dimensional,
fixed-bed adsorption model due to uncertainty in several model inputs, namely, the linear-drivingforce (LDF) mass transfer coefficient, axial dispersion, heat transfer coefficients, and adsorbent
properties. The input parameter uncertainties are determined from a comprehensive survey of
experimental data in the literature. The model is first calibrated against experimental data from
intra-bed centerline concentration measurements to find the LDF coefficient. We then use this
LDF coefficient to extract axial dispersion coefficients from mixed, downstream concentration
measurements for both a small-diameter bed (dominated by wall-channeling) and a large-diameter
bed (dominated by pellet-driven dispersion). The predicted effluent concentration and temperature
profiles are most strongly affected by uncertainty in LDF coefficient, adsorbent density, and void
fraction. The uncertainty analysis further reveals that ignoring the effect of wall-channeling on
apparent axial dispersion can cause significant error in the predicted breakthrough times of smalldiameter beds.

KEYWORDS: uncertainty analysis, fixed-bed adsorption, atmospheric revitalization, linear
driving force assumption, axial dispersion
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Introduction
Fixed adsorbent beds are used for gas separations across a wide range of applications from
industrial chemical processing and thermochemical energy storage to atmospheric revitalization
in confined habitations. Simulations are increasingly relied upon in designing such systems to
save cost and time over the traditional design-build-test approach.

As a direct numerical

simulation of such multi-scale systems is computationally intractable, simplified models (e.g., onedimensional flow) are often employed to predict system performance. Understanding the accuracy
of these predictive models is increasingly important as we transition to a simulation-based design
and optimization approach.
Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are formal methods of assessing model accuracy.
Sensitivity analyses enable users to rank model inputs by importance; however, a sensitivity
analysis alone is insufficient to quantify overall model uncertainty. Such quantification requires a
separate analysis to assess the uncertainty in model outputs based on the uncertainty in inputs.
While there are numerous studies on the sensitivity of fixed-bed adsorption models to various
model inputs, there are few studies that formally asses the uncertainty of such models. We review
here studies on the sensitivity of fixed-bed adsorption models to motivate and frame the present
uncertainty analysis work.
Sensitivity analyses of one-dimensional, fixed-bed adsorption models have generally focused on
the effect of varying process parameters (e.g., flow rate, inlet concentration, bed length) over their
operating range on breakthrough curves1. Though understanding the effects of process parameters
is vital for the operation of a system, studies that only consider these known or easily-measured
process parameters do not provide insight into model accuracy caused by uncertainties in other
critical input parameters. There are comparatively fewer studies which analyze the uncertainty of
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adsorption models due to errors in empirically-predicted inputs such as heat and mass transfer
parameters. Most such studies focus on the effect of uncertainties in mass transfer parameters on
the breakthrough curve. Refs. 2–17 used models which account for both interparticle and
intraparticle transport, and compared the relative sensitivities of multiple mass transfer parameters
to determine the dominant mass-transfer mode(s). These studies found that model results are
sensitive to mass transfer coefficients and generally, there is a single, dominant mass-transfer mode
to which the model is most sensitive. It is well known that intraparticle diffusion can be ignored
and the mass-transfer resistance can be approximated by a single parameter termed the lineardriving-force (LDF) coefficient when one mass-transfer mode dominates18, as is the case for
zeolite 5A19. Refs. 20–26 evaluated the sensitivity of the breakthrough curve to this LDF
coefficient. The LDF approximation is widely used both in the literature and in the industry as a
simplified representation of the mass transfer process in fixed-bed adsorption with good results as
there is generally one dominant mass-transfer resistance27,28. Regardless of the mass-transfer
model, it is generally accepted that one-dimensional, fixed-bed adsorption models are sensitive to
the mass transfer coefficients if the process is far enough away from the extreme limit of local gasadsorbent concentration equilibrium.
Other studies focus on the sensitivity of adsorption models to equilibrium isotherm parameters.
This includes investigations on the effect of different isotherm types (e.g., linear versus Langmuir,
multi-component versus single-component)1. It has generally been concluded that nonlinear
isotherms are required to model adsorption with a reasonable degree of fidelity21,23, and that
adsorption is highly sensitive to isotherm parameters while desorption is insensitive23. A large
number of studies investigated only the effect of varying the isotherm parameters for a single
isotherm model; Refs. 2,3,5,20,23,26,29 studied the effect on quantitative metrics such as
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breakthrough time, while Refs. 4,14,20–22,30–32 evaluated model sensitivity by observation of
changes in the slope or position of breakthrough curves. Most of these studies2–4,21,22,26 evaluated
model sensitivities to the Freundlich isotherm parameters. Others investigated sensitivity to the
Langmuir isotherm parameters31, the Langmuir-Freundlich (i.e., Sips) isotherm parameters5,13, or
the Toth isotherm parameters20,32. Despite the wide variety of systems and isotherm types
considered in these studies, there is a consensus in the literature that one-dimensional, fixed-bed
adsorption models are sensitive to both the type of isotherm used (e.g., Freundlich, Langmuir,
Toth) and to uncertainties in the empirically determined isotherm parameters1.
Conclusions in the literature regarding sensitivity to axial dispersion are less consistent; while
many

researchers

concluded

that

adsorption

models

are

insensitive

to

axial

dispersion3,4,10,12,14,21,26,30, others found the opposite to be true16,24,25,33. Yet others are equivocal in
their conclusions. For example, Borina and Pavko34 note that sensitivity to axial dispersion is a
complex function of process parameters such as bed length and flow rate. They found that
breakthrough time was insensitive to axial dispersion for a short bed at low velocity (L = 180 cm,
u∞ = 4.1×10-5 m/s) but highly sensitive to axial dispersion for a longer bed at high velocity (L =
1000 cm, u∞ = 4.1×10-2 m/s). Lu et al.24 found that sensitivity to axial dispersion also depends on
the criteria used to define breakthrough time (c/c0 = 2%, 50%, or 98%), with lower breakthrough
concentration criteria (i.e., c/c0 = 2%) causing the model to be most sensitive to axial dispersion.
They concluded that sensitivity to axial dispersion becomes important relative to other parameters
as the requirements on effluent concentration become more stringent.
Most of these studies used empirical correlations to predict the axial dispersion coefficient.
Axial dispersion is a complex function of flow conditions and bed geometry, with available
correlations spanning several orders of magnitude in their predictions35,36. While there are many
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correlations (both empirical and semi-empirical) that allow researchers to directly predict the axial
dispersion of their system without comparing their model directly to experimental data or higherfidelity simulations, none of these correlations account for every possible mechanism of axial
dispersion. Furthermore, the available empirical correlations do not account for wall channeling,
causing them to drastically underpredict the apparent axial dispersion in small-diameter beds, such
as those used in laboratory experiments to obtain fitted parameters25,33. Knox et al.33 investigated
the effect of using such empirical correlations to predict axial dispersion when fitting a onedimensional, fixed-bed adsorption model to typical lab-scale, experimental-breakthrough data.
Knox et al.33 focused on the effect of using such predictions of axial dispersion on subsequently
fit model parameters (e.g., LDF mass transfer coefficient). They found that using empirical
prediction of axial dispersion fitted to the effluent caused an error in LDF coefficient and proposed
an experimental method for reducing this error using in-bed centerline concentration
measurements where the near-wall apparent dispersion effects are minimized.
Some recent studies more deeply investigated the suitability of the axially-disperse plug flow
model to describe breakthrough in confined geometries.

In small-diameter beds, packing

heterogeneities near the wall lead to faster flow around the periphery of the bed. The effects of
this bypass flow (also referred to as near-wall channeling) are mitigated by increasing radial
dispersion37 and pellet-to-bed diameter ratio38. Two approaches can be used when near-wall
channeling effects play a significant role in the hydrodynamics. The first approach uses twodimensional simulations to account for the radial distribution of velocity (e.g., Augier et al.39).
The second approach maintains the plug-flow assumption and uses a larger, apparent axial
dispersion to account for the wall-channeling (e.g., Knox et al.33).
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Compared to the wealth of literature on equilibrium and kinetic parameters for mass transfer,
relatively few papers have considered sensitivity to heat transfer parameters9,21,23,31,40–43. This is
partially due to the simplifying assumption made in many studies2–8,10–17,24–26,30,32,34 to neglect heat
transfer and treat the entire bed as isothermal. This assumption is made despite the fact that
system-level models of cyclic pressure and temperature-swing-adsorption processes are known to
be highly sensitive to temperature variations20. Even studies that account for heat transfer rely on
assumptions such as adiabatic walls21,31,41,43, constant isosteric heat of adsorption40,42, or local
thermal equilibrium (LTE)21,29,40,41,43. Sircar et al.40 evaluated the adiabatic wall assumption and
concluded that while the breakthrough time is insensitive to the ambient heat loss, the profile of
concentration in the bed depends strongly on this quantity. Furthermore, using an adiabatic
boundary condition induced considerable error when fitting equilibrium capacity and the kinetic
parameters, even when the temperature change in the column is small. In another study, Sircar42
studied the effect of the fluid-solid heat transfer coefficient on the performance of a pressure swing
adsorption system by modeling a single particle and concluded that the LTE assumption is
appropriate at high Nusselt numbers (Nu > 6). Walton and LeVan43 showed that assuming a
constant isosteric heat of adsorption had minimal impact on plateau temperature, partial pressure,
and loading, but a significant impact on breakthrough time compared with temperature-dependent
models. The most dramatic difference was observed at the highest adsorbed-phase heat capacity
where approximating the isosteric heat as constant led to a severely overestimated breakthrough
time.
A comprehensive uncertainty analysis accounting for contributions from all the input parameters
of a model that does not make simplifying thermal assumptions is lacking in the literature. We
address this deficit in the present study. A high-fidelity model of cylindrical adsorbent beds is
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developed which accounts for axial dispersion, local thermal non-equilibrium, nonlinear Toth
isotherms, thermodynamically derived heats of adsorption, and temperature-dependent properties.
We then follow the calibration method prescribed by Knox et al.33 to independently determine the
mass transfer rate (i.e., LDF coefficient) and the axial dispersion coefficient. This work builds
upon our prior study44 which investigated the sensitivity of this same model to inputs, while the
present work considers the actual uncertainty in input variables. Upper and lower uncertainty
bounds for each of the model inputs are found by comparison of experimental data from the
literature to empirical correlations. Model uncertainty is then investigated by independently
varying each model input between its individual upper and lower uncertainty bounds and observing
the relative change in important output quantities.

Motivation
The Life Support Systems (LSS) project of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), a part of the Advanced Exploration Systems program, aims to improve LSS “using the
International Space Station’s (ISS) state-of-the-art hardware as a point of departure”45,46. Deepspace exploration places unprecedented demands on space-launch systems; vehicles will not only
be propelled farther than any previous crewed mission, but they also must carry the supplies needed
to sustain a crew for years without resupply. This new challenge places added importance on
minimizing mass, volume and power loads for all spacecraft systems, including the LSS
responsible for the removal of metabolic carbon dioxide (CO2) from a crewed vehicle.
The LSS project hinges upon the development of predictive simulation tools to reduce the
hardware testing requirements in the design of the next generation of atmospheric-revitalization
technology47,48. Researchers at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center have developed predictive
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models of the ISS Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA) in efforts to create a virtual
laboratory through which to optimize the design of the next-generation, air-revitalization system47.
The CDRA utilizes a fully regenerative thermal/pressure swing adsorption process to remove CO2
from the ISS cabin air. The CDRA can remove 100% of the metabolic CO2 generated by six crew
members. It operates cyclically, employing two desiccant beds and two adsorbent beds. As one
desiccant bed and one adsorbent bed operate in adsorption mode, the other two beds are desorbing
(regenerating). Halfway through a cycle, the beds switch modes, providing continuous CO2
removal capability. The CDRA uses 5A zeolite in the CO2 adsorbent bed and silica gel in the
desiccant bed. Our model follows the same physical assumptions used in the full CDRA, four-bed
molecular sieve (4BMS) model47, including the consideration of a non-constant isosteric heat of
adsorption which was a recently added improvement to the 4BMS model. This similarity allows
us to extrapolate the results of the present uncertainty analysis to the full 4BMS model.

Experimental Facility
The fixed-bed adsorption breakthrough experiments of Knox et al.33,49 and Son et al.50 are used
in this work for model calibration. Cross-sectional drawings of the two test stands from these
experiments, respectively called test stand A and B in this paper, have differing bed lengths and
adsorbent pellet-to-bed diameter ratios. The two test stands are shown in Figure 1, and their
physical properties are listed in Table 1. Test stand A holds a 254 mm (10 in) long bed sandwiched
between two layers of glass beads, each 127 mm (5 in) long. This bed is housed in a 47.6 mm
(1.87 in) inner diameter canister, which equates to roughly 24 pellets across the inner canister
diameter. The bed in test stand B is shorter at 165 mm (6.5 in) in length but is held in a much
larger inner canister diameter of 93.6 mm (3.68 in), approximately 42 pellets across. For both test
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stands, five exposed-tip thermocouples measure the gas temperatures upstream and downstream
of the bed, and at three centerline locations within the bed, as shown in Figure 1.
The thermocouples in test stand A are factory calibrated T-type thermocouples (±1°C accuracy).
Test stand A is instrumented with a gas chromatograph (Shimadzu GC-14A with CR601
integrator, ±1.2% of reading uncertainty49) which monitors the centerline CO2 concentration at
five axial locations: (1) upstream of the bed, (2) 6.5 mm from the inlet of the bed (i.e., 2.5% of the
total bed length), (3) the middle of the bed, (4) 6.5 mm from the exit of the bed, and (5) far
downstream of the bed. Total pressure was measured at each of these five-sampling locations in
test stand A (Viatran pressure transducer, 0-30 psia range, and ±0.25% full-scale range uncertainty)
which was connected to the gas sampling line during a separate pressure-drop test run at the same
flow rate used for the breakthrough experiments. The thermocouples in test stand B are calibrated
to measure temperature to within ±0.2°C uncertainty using a dry-block calibrator with RTD sensor.
Test stand B is instrumented with two continuous-sampling, infrared CO2 sensors placed upstream
and downstream of the bed (Sable Systems CA-10 CO2 Analyzer, ±1% of reading accuracy over
a range of 0-5% CO2 by volume). In test stand B, the total pressure is measured before and after
the bed by two absolute pressure transducers (Honeywell FP2000, 2-172 kPa range and ±0.10%
full-scale range uncertainty) in real-time throughout the breakthrough experiment.
Detailed descriptions of the test stands and experimental methods can be found in Refs. 33, 49,
and 50. To match conditions in the CDRA, the experiments use zeolite 5A adsorbent at similar
superficial velocity (0.28 m/s) and inlet temperature (300 K) during breakthrough. The bed
diameters, however, are significantly larger at ~20 pellets across for the bed in test stand A and
~42 pellets across for the bed in test stand B; thus, we expect that the empirically fit axial dispersion
coefficients will be much lower than the axial dispersion in a CDRA channel with ~6 pellets across
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the bed, where flow channeling, caused by low porosity near the wall, dominates the axial mixing
and leads to a high apparent dispersion. Breakthrough test data can be used to calibrate the mass
transfer (LDF) coefficient and dispersion coefficient.

Prior to the start of breakthrough

experiments, test stand A is filled with helium gas and test stand B is filled with N2; the beds in
both stands the are devoid of CO2. A mixture of N2 and CO2 begins flowing into the bed at t = 0.
The inlet flow is maintained at a superficial velocity of 0.28 m/s and constant CO2 partial pressure,
while the outlet is maintained at a constant total pressure. The CO2 is adsorbed by the pellets as
the gas mixture passes through the bed. Eventually, there is a small, but measurable quantity of
CO2 detected in the bed effluent. The time at which this occurs is termed the initial breakthrough
time, tb. For this work, the breakthrough time is defined as the time at which the effluent
concentration first reaches 1% of the influent concentration, c0. The test continues until the bed is
completely saturated, meaning that the effluent concentration matches the influent concentration
to within 1%. This occurs at approximately t = 2 hr.

Modeling Approach
An axially-dispersed, plug-flow reactor model is developed based on the cylindrical bed
geometries shown in Figure 1.

We model the breakthrough process as described in the

Experimental Facility section above. The model is quasi-one-dimensional in that the temperature
of the four separate constituents (gas phase, adsorbent, canister wall, and insulation) can differ at
the same axial position and are coupled via heat transfer coefficients. Thus, the model requires
four separate energy balances, one for each constituent. The model additionally requires two mass
balances for the gas phase and adsorbed CO2 phase. These six governing equations (two mass
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balances and four energy balances) are coupled and solved to obtain the CO2 concentrations and
temperatures as a function of time and axial position.
Adsorbed-phase mass balance
The adsorbed phase concentration is computed using the linear-driving-force (LDF)
approximation51. The physical process of adsorption is controlled by several mass transfer
resistances, including macropore, micropore, and surface diffusion. The LDF approximation
ignores the concentration gradient within a pellet and lumps these resistances into a single term.
It is assumed that the adsorption rate (∂q/∂t) is linearly proportional to the difference between the
adsorbate concentration in the gas phase, q, and the equilibrium adsorbed-phase concentration, q*,
¶q
= k n ( q* - q ) ,
¶t

1

where the constant of proportionality, kn, is termed the LDF mass transfer coefficient. The
equilibrium adsorbed-phase concentration, q*, corresponds to the CO2 partial pressure, pCO , at
2

the adsorbent temperature, Ts, based on the equilibrium adsorption isotherm as described under
Model inputs below. The bed is assumed to be initially devoid of CO2 (i.e., q(t = 0) = 0).
Gas-phase mass balance
The gas-phase mass balance is coupled with the adsorbed-phase mass balance via the rate of
adsorption. This balance also accounts for advection and axial dispersion through the bed as

¶(u c)
¶c æ 1 - e ö ¶q
¶ 2c
+ç
D
=- i ,
ax
÷
2
¶t è e ø ¶t
¶z
¶z
where c is the gas-phase concentration of the adsorbate (i.e., CO2).

2
The axial dispersion

coefficient, Dax, is calculated from the parametric equation of Edwards and Richardson52 as
described in the upcoming Model inputs section. We represent the experimental boundary
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conditions in our model with a constant flux boundary condition at the inlet and the Danckwert’s
boundary condition at the outlet, respectively defined as

- Dax

u
¶c
= ¥ ( c0 - c )
¶z z =0 e

¶c
=0 .
¶z z = L

and

3

Energy balance
Separate energy balance equations for the gas, adsorbent, canister wall, and insulation are
included in the model to account for local thermal non-equilibrium. An analysis of the time
constants for energy flow between these four constituents indicates that none can be neglected. It
is critical to account for diabatic effects due to the large thermal mass of the container. All four
energy balances account for transient heat storage and heat transfer between the separate regions.
In addition to these terms, the adsorbent energy balance includes a heat of adsorption term that
accounts for the exothermic and endothermic nature of adsorption and desorption, respectively.
The gas-phase energy balance includes transient heat storage, axial dispersion, advection, and
convective heat transfer to the adsorbent and canister wall,

e Afr rg c p ,g

¶Tg
¶t

= e Afr keff

¶ 2Tg
¶z

2

- e Afr rg c p ,g ui

¶Tg

æ A
+ Afr ç s
¶z
è Vbed

ö
÷ hg-s (Ts - Tg ) + πdcan,in hg-can (Tcan - Tg ) , 4
ø

where hg-s is the convection coefficient between the gas and adsorbent, hg-can is the convection
coefficient between the gas and canister wall. The effective axial thermal conductivity, keff,
accounts for both the adsorbent- and gas-phase conductivities as well as axial thermal dispersion
due to mixing. These coefficients are calculated using empirical correlations as described in the
Model inputs section below.
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The adsorbent-phase energy balance accounts for transient storage, convective heat loss to the
gas, and the heat of adsorption, but neglects axial conduction as the gas-phase energy balance
already accounts for the adsorbent-bed conductivity,

Afr (1 - e ) renv c p ,s

¶Ts
A
¶q
= Afr s h g-s (Tg - Ts ) - (1 - e ) Afr l ,
¶t
Vbed
¶t

5

where As is the pellet external surface area. The isosteric heat of adsorption, λ, is derived from the
Clausius-Clapeyron relationship as will be described further in the Model inputs section.
The canister wall energy balance includes transient energy storage, axial conduction, and heat
transfer with the internal gas-phase and the external insulation,

¶Tcan
¶ 2Tcan
Acan rcan c p,can
- Acan k can
= πdcan,in hg-can (Tg - Tcan ) + πdcan,out hcan-ins (Tins - Tcan ) ,
¶t
¶z 2

6

where Acan is the cross-sectional area of the canister wall and hcan–ins is the heat transfer coefficient
between the canister and the insulation. A heat transfer coefficient of hcan–ins = 3 W/(m2 K) is
assumed for both test stands having insulation loosely affixed to the canister wall.
The insulation energy balance accounts for transient energy storage, axial conduction, and heat
transfer with the canister and ambient air,

¶Tins
¶ 2Tins
Ains rins c p,ins
- Ains k ins 2 = p dins,in hcan-ins (Tcan - Tins ) + πdins,out hins-amb (Tamb - Tins ) ,
¶t
¶z

7

where Ains is the cross-sectional area of the insulation, and the heat transfer coefficient between
the insulation and the ambient is assumed to have a value of hins–amb = 3 W/(m2 K).
Model inputs
The model described in the Mass balance and Energy balance sections above calls for several
input parameters to predict the temperatures and concentrations within the bed. Table 1 provides
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the geometric dimensions and material properties of the adsorbent, canister, and insulation of the
two test stands. The properties of the CO2 and N2 gas mixture are computed assuming that they
are ideal gases and accounting for local temperature, pressure, and composition53. Table 2
summarizes the inlet and initial conditions measured during the breakthrough experiments33,50.
These conditions, representative of the conditions in the CDRA during adsorption, are used for all
simulations in this paper. The remaining model input parameters are either predicted from
empirical correlations or directly fit to experimental data.

These inputs can generally be

categorized as heat transfer coefficients, bed transport properties, or equilibrium isotherm
parameters.
The empirical correlations used to predict the heat transfer coefficients and bed transport
properties are expressed in terms of the dimensionless Prandtl, Schmidt, and Peclet numbers
defined in the Notation section. A dimensionless pellet Reynolds number is also used in these
correlations, defined using the superficial fluid velocity and the pellet diameter as the length scale,

Rep =

u¥ d p r g

µg

.
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The interfacial gas-adsorbent heat transfer coefficient, hg-s, is predicted from the empirical
correlation of Wakao et al.54,

Nug-s =

hg-s d p
kg

= 2 + 1.1Prg1 3 Rep 0.6 .

9

The heat transfer coefficient between the gas and inner canister wall, hg-can, is predicted using the
empirical correlation from Li and Finlayson55 as

Nug-can =

hg-can d can,in
kg

= 2.03Rep 0.8e

( -6dp

dcan,in

).

The effective axial thermal conductivity is calculated from the correlation of Yagi et al.56 as
15

10

keff

0
æ keff
ö
= kg ç
+ 0.75PrRep ÷ ,
çk
÷
è g
ø

11

where the effective axial thermal conductivity of a quiescent bed of spherical particles is given by
the Krupiczka57 equation,
k

0
eff

æk ö
= kg ç s ÷
çk ÷
è gø

n

æk ö
where n = 0.280 - 0.757 log10 ç s ÷ .
çk ÷
è gø
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The axial dispersion is predicted following the method described by Langer et al.58 This method
expresses the axial dispersion coefficient for the jth species, Dax,j, in dimensionless form as
D
Pe¥ -1
1
te
,
= ax, j =
+
Pe j
d pui
Rep Sc j 1 + bte
Rep Sc j

13

where τ and β are empirically fit constants respectively termed the tortuosity and radial dispersion
factor, Pe∞ is the Peclet number at infinite velocity, and Scj is the Schmidt number for the jth
species,

Sc j =

µg
.
rg DM, j

14

We find the molecular diffusivity of component j in the mixture using the relation given by
Fairbanks and Wilke59,
DM, j =

1- y j

å yk D jk

,
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k¹ j

where Djk is the binary diffusion coefficient of species j in species k calculated from the kinetic
theory of gases60. The coefficients τ and β in eq 13 were empirically determined by Edwards and
Richardson52 for flow through a uniformly packed bed of non-porous spherical particles to be 0.73
and 13, respectively. This correlation approximates only the pellet-driven dispersion and is valid
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for flow where 0.008 < Rep < 50 and 0.377 mm < dp < 6 mm. Theoretically, at infinite velocity,
Pe∞ = 2; however, experimental observations show that Pe∞ a strong function of pellet diameter58:

ìï6.7 ´ ( d p [cm]) d p £ 0.3 cm
.
Pe¥ = í
2.0
0.3
cm
<
d
ïî
p
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We use this empirically observed expression for Pe∞ when calculating Dax in eq 13.
The equilibrium adsorbed-phase concentration is calculated using the Toth equilibrium
adsorption isotherm61 as
ap

; b = b0 exp ( E / T )
1/ t
é1 + ( bp )t ù
,
ë
û
a = a0 exp ( E / T )
t = t0 + c / T

q* =

17

where a is the saturation capacity, b is an equilibrium constant, E is the activation energy or energy
of adsorption, and t is the heterogeneity parameter. Parameters a, b, and t are temperaturedependent as shown, whereas a0, b0, and t0 are system-dependent, adsorption-isotherm
parameters62 given in Table 3. The isosteric heat of adsorption, λ, is derived from the ClausiusClapeyron relationship for the Toth isotherm as

l=

a renv pCO2

(1 + (b × p ) )

t 1t

,

18

CO2

where pCO is the partial pressure of CO2 and a, b, and t are the temperature-dependent parameters
2

from the Toth isotherm shown in eq 17.

Uncertainty Bounds of Model Input Parameters
We compare the available empirical correlations with published experimental data to estimate
the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficients, axial dispersion, and effective axial thermal
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conductivity. Experimental data were first collected from the literature for each parameter. The
empirical equations were then compared to these experimental data and modified to form upper
and lower uncertainty bounds that encompass 95% of all experimental measurements.
Experimental data for the gas-adsorbent Nusselt number, Nug-s, as a function of Pr1/3Rep0.6 taken
from Wakao and Kagei63 (and originally published in Refs. 64–74) are reproduced in Figure 2
along with the empirical correlation by Wakao et al.54 (solid line). The coefficient of the Pr1/3Rep0.6
term in the Wakao et al.54 correlation was varied to obtain upper and lower uncertainty bounds
(dashed lines) encompassing 95% of all the experimental data. Similarly, for the gas-wall Nusselt
number, the coefficient of the Rep0.79 term in the Li and Finlayson55 correlation was varied to obtain
upper and lower uncertainty bounds (dashed lines) encompassing 95% of all the experimental data
as shown in Figure 3. The experimental data in Figure 3 were taken from Li and Finlayson’s55
review of the literature and were originally published in Refs. 75 and 76.
A similar approach was taken to find upper and lower uncertainty bounds for the axial dispersion
term.

Delgado35,36 compiled experimental measurements of axial dispersion from several

authors52,77–83. These data were compared with the Langer et al.58 correlation shown in eq 13. The
empirical fits of Scott et al.84 (τ = 0.57, β = 42) and Wicke85 (τ = 1, β = 0) provide the widest range
of predicted values for Dax, encompassing 92% of the experimental data shown in Figure 4. We
take these two correlations to be the upper and lower bounds on the axial dispersion coefficient.
Özgümüş et al.86 reviewed experimental studies measuring effective axial thermal conductivity
for granular packed beds with a variety of bed materials and Reynolds numbers ranging from 0.001
to 3000. We compiled data from those studies56,87–91 which used spherical particles in a flowing
gas (as opposed to water or other liquids). These data included a wide range of particle materials
ranging from low thermal conductivity glass, ks = 0.1 W/(m K), to high thermal conductivity
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nickel, ks = 90 W/(m K). To account for the different particle and fluid properties, the quiescent0 , was calculated for each experiment using the
bed effective axial thermal conductivity, k eff
0 from the reported k
Krupiczka57 equation (Eq 12). We then subtract k eff
eff and divided by the gas

thermal conductivity, kg, to obtain the normalized effective axial thermal conductivity,

keff kg - keff0 kg . The normalized effective axial thermal conductivity is plotted against the
product of Prandtl and Reynolds numbers, PrRep, along with the empirical correlation by Yagi et
al.56 (solid line) in Figure 5. The coefficient of the PrRep term in the Yagi et al.56 correlation was
then varied to obtain upper and lower uncertainty bounds (dashed lines) encompassing 95% of all
the experimental data.
The uncertainty in void fraction and pellet density comes directly from the uncertainty of
measured values for test stand B as described by Son et al.50. The insulation-ambient heat transfer
coefficient uncertainty comes from the typical full range of free-convection heat transfer
coefficients given by Incropera et al.92. In the absence of a similar range of possible values for the
canister-insulation heat transfer coefficient, we consider the two most extreme cases, an adiabatic
interface (hcan-ins → 0) and an isothermal interface (hcan-ins → ∞). Knox et al.33,49 found that the
uncertainty in LDF due to uncertainty in ad hoc prediction of axial dispersion when fitting to
experimental data (following the method used in the present work) is approximately ±5%.
It is noted that we do not consider uncertainty in isotherm parameters, for which the adsorption
model sensitivities have been extensively characterized and are well-known2–5,13,20–23,26,30–32.
Thermophysical properties for the canister wall, insulation, and gas mixtures are well known and
not considered in this uncertainty analysis. The model uncertainty due to other inputs, such as the
geometric dimensions of the bed and inlet conditions, is also not studied because these quantities
can be trivially and accurately measured.
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Solution Procedure
The governing equations as given by eqs 1–7 are coupled and solved in COMSOL
Multiphysics93. A one-dimensional mesh is generated with a uniform element size of 1% of the
total bed length. The PARDISO algorithm—a direct method based on LU decomposition—is used
to solve linear equations and the Newton automatic highly nonlinear method to solve nonlinear
equations. The solver uses the backward differentiation formula to dynamically modify the time
step and improve computation time; we impose an initial time step of 1×10-8 s and a maximum
time step of 120 s to improve stability. Convergence is reached when the relative residuals drop
below 10-4 for all dependent variables, namely CO2 concentration in the gas phase and adsorbed
phase, pressure, and temperatures of the adsorbent, gas, canister, and insulation.

Results
The model is first calibrated using experimental data to determine the LDF coefficient, kn, and
the axial dispersion coefficient, Dax. Then, an uncertainty analysis is performed by varying each
model input between its upper and lower uncertainty bounds, as defined in the Model inputs section
above, and observing the relative change in important output quantities.
Model calibration
Determining the axial dispersion coefficient from experiments using mixed, downstream
concentration measurements is inaccurate for a small-diameter bed where wall channeling effects
dominate the axial mixing behavior. Available empirical correlations for axial dispersion do not
capture the influence of channeling in the near-wall region, as they are designed to predict pelletdriven axial dispersion35. Knox et al.33 described a method to more accurately obtain the LDF
coefficient from small-diameter reactors by using centerline measurements of concentration
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immediately before the exit of the bed. We follow this procedure in the current work to
independently extract the LDF and axial dispersion coefficients from the experimental
measurements of test stand A. The procedure assumes that dispersion in the center of the bed (far
from the canister wall) is pellet-driven, and thus the axial dispersion at the centerline of a bed can
be accurately predicted by empirical correlations. Using this prediction of axial dispersion from
correlations as an input, the model can then be fit to the centerline measurement of concentration
by varying the value of the LDF coefficient; the value that provides the best fit is taken as the LDF
coefficient extracted from this calibration process.
To extract the LDF coefficient from test stand A, we simulate breakthrough for LDF coefficients
varying from 1.75×10-3 s-1 to 2.4×10-3 s-1 at increments of 5×10-5 s-1, while using the Edward and
Richardson correlation52 to predict axial dispersion at the inlet conditions (Dax = 1.13×10-3 m2/s).
The temporal, gas-phase-CO2 concentration is then compared with experimental data at 97.5% of
the bed length (z = 247.5 mm). Figure 6a shows the time dependence of the concentration of CO2
at the bed exit breakthrough from the best-fit simulation (black line) alongside experimental
measurements of the centerline concentration (red diamonds) for test stand A. This plot is
commonly referred to as the breakthrough curve. The gray region in Figure 6a marks the span of
the simulated breakthrough curves for LDF coefficient. Initially (at t = 0) the adsorbent is devoid
of CO2, and when the N2-CO2 gas mixture first enters the bed, it adheres to the first few layers of
adsorbent, filling up the most easily accessed surface area with monolayers of CO2. As time
progresses, the adsorbent near the bed entrance becomes saturated, and the CO2 penetrates farther
into the bed; however, the CO2 does not reach the bed exit until most of the bed becomes saturated.
The breakthrough point as defined herein occurs when the CO2 concentration in the effluent
reaches 1% of the influent concentration (c/c0 = 1%); this occurs at t = 0.45 hr in Figure 6a. Due
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to the finite rate of adsorption, a diffuse concentration front forms as the CO2 progresses through
the bed. This diffuse front is evident from the S-shaped portion of the breakthrough curve which
shows a sharp initial rise in concentration near the breakthrough time and a gradual tapering off as
the effluent approaches the influent concentration. The difference in curvature at these two
locations is explained by the concentration dependence of the rate of adsorption. The rate of
adsorption is linearly proportional to the difference between the current and equilibrium
concentrations of the adsorbed phase. Thus, the curvature of the effluent concentration is more
gradual at the end of the test, when the bed is nearly saturated, compared with the sharp curvature
seen in the initial concentration rise at breakthrough. To evaluate the sum of squared errors (SSE)
between the model prediction and the sparse experimental data, a cubic spline is used to interpolate
values of experimental concentration (see red line in Figure 6a). Note that the saturation term of
the Toth isotherm was increased by 16% to shift the model predictions along the time axis to be in
closest agreement with the experimental data at the midpoint of the breakthrough curve. This is
necessary because the isotherm parameters used in the model were not developed for the specific
zeolite 5A formulation used in this study; furthermore, this capacity change has no influence on
the slope of the curve and is thus inconsequential to the resulting best-fit kn value. Only data in
the middle 50% of the concentration range are used to compute the SSE as indicated by the dashed
blue horizontal lines in Figure 6a. This is done to fit the LDF to the linear portion of the
breakthrough curve. Figure 6b shows the SSE as a function of the LDF coefficient. The minimum
SSE corresponds to an LDF coefficient of kn = 2.1×10-3 s-1.
Using this LDF value, the effective axial dispersion of the entire bed (accounting for both the
effects of pellet-driven dispersion and wall channeling) is determined by fitting the model
predictions to the concentration of the mixed effluent, measured far downstream of the bed.
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Breakthrough is simulated for axial dispersion coefficients varying from 1×10-4 m2/s to 1 m2/s in
logarithmic steps (forty steps per decade). Figure 7a shows the breakthrough curve from the bestfit simulation (black line) alongside experimental measurements of the mixed downstream
concentration (red diamonds) in test stand A, and Figure 7b shows the SSE as a function of axial
dispersion coefficient. Again, for comparing the simulated concentration with experimental data,
a cubic spline is used to interpolate values at the simulated time steps, and only data in the middle
50% of the concentration range (indicated by the dashed blue horizontal lines in Figure 7a) are
used to compute the SSE. The minimum SSE corresponds to an axial dispersion coefficient of Dax
= 1.2×10-2 m2/s which is one order of magnitude larger than the axial dispersion coefficient
predicted from the Edwards and Richardson47 correlation, Dax = 1.13×10-3 m2/s. We attribute this
significant difference to wall channeling effects that dwarf axial dispersion in beds with small
pellet-to-bed diameter ratios. Our findings are consistent with those of Knox et al.33, who also
calibrated a one-dimensional adsorption model to experimental data from the same test stand. We
attribute slight differences from their calibrated LDF and axial dispersion coefficients,
2.3×10-3 s-1 and 1.3×10-2 m2/s respectively, to differences between our modeling approaches.
Namely, the present model uses the Clausius-Clapeyron equation to determine the temperaturedependent isosteric heat of adsorption and separately models the canister wall and insulation,
whereas Ref. 33 uses a constant heat of adsorption and combines the insulation and canister-wall
energy equations. Additionally, we account for the effect of pellet diameter on Pe∞58, a term in
the Edwards and Richardson52 correlation, while Ref. 33 assumes that Pe∞ = 2.
Unlike test stand A, test stand B is not instrumented to measure the centerline CO2 concentration.
As such, the same procedure cannot be followed to obtain the LDF coefficient independently.
Experiments on both test stand A and B were conducted using clay bound zeolite 5A pellets of
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similar diameter. Considering that the mass transfer coefficient is in theory only a function of the
adsorbent-adsorbate pair, the LDF coefficient obtained from stand A (kn = 2.1×10-3 s-1) is used to
determine the axial dispersion coefficients for test stand B.

Using this LDF coefficient,

breakthrough simulations were run for test stand B while varying the axial dispersion from
1×10-7 m2/s to 1 m2/s in logarithmic steps (twenty steps per decade). The simulated concentration
for each of these axial dispersion coefficients is compared with experimental data for the mixed
concentration downstream of the bed. Figure 8a shows the breakthrough curve from the best-fit
simulation (black line) and experimental measurements (red line) in test stand B, and Figure 8b
shows the SSE as a function of axial dispersion coefficient, respectively.

Concentration

measurements in test stand B are taken at a sufficiently high temporal frequency to allow direct
comparison with the simulation results when computing the SSE. Again, only data in the middle
50% of the concentration range are used for this calculation (indicated by the dashed blue
horizontal lines in Figure 8a). The resulting plot of SSE over the range of axial dispersion values
evaluated shows no clear minimum SSE in Figure 8b. Rather, the error asymptotically approaches
a constant, minimum value as the axial dispersion coefficient tends toward zero, with the best fit
to the experimental results being the lowest simulated value, Dax = 1×10-7 m2/s. This result
indicates that axial mixing in test stand B is not dominated by channeling effects and the
experiment is well represented by a plug-flow model. Furthermore, as the error remains relatively
constant for all values of Dax ≤ 2×10-3 m2/s, we can use the Edwards and Richardson52 correlation
for pellet-driven axial dispersion with good accuracy for test stand B. These calibrated LDF and
axial dispersion coefficients are taken as the baseline model inputs for the uncertainty analysis
performed.
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Comparison of model to experiments
Using the calibrated LDF and the axial dispersion coefficients, we assess the model predictions
for a case with all input parameters fixed at a set of baseline values. These model input parameters
and their baseline values are given in Table 4 for test stands A and B. The parameters are
subdivided into three categories: bed parameters, heat transfer coefficients, and adsorbent
properties. The model predictions are assessed in terms of five different output performance
metrics:
1. breakthrough time, tb – the time when the concentration of adsorbate at the bed exit, c, first
reaches 1% of the inlet concentration (i.e., c/c0 ≥ 0.01);
2. stoichiometric breakthrough time,

tstoich

– the time it would take to completely saturate the

bed if there were no mass transport resistance, found via integration,
¥æ
c (t ) ö ;
tstoich = ò ç1 ÷ dt
0
c0 ø
è
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3. total capacity, χ – the mass of CO2 adsorbed by the zeolite 5A bed after the bed is saturated
(i.e., c/c0 ≥ 0.99);
4. time to reach maximum outlet temperature, t(Tg,max) – the time when the bed exit gas
temperature reaches its maximum value;
5. maximum temperature rise, ΔTg,max – the maximum temperature difference of the gas
across the bed (i.e., Tg(z = L) – Tg(z = 0) ); and
6. mean temperature rise, ΔTg,mean – the time-averaged temperature difference of the gas
across the bed.
The model is run with the input values as given in Table 4 to obtain baseline output parameters
for both test stands. These results are tabulated in Table 5. Figure 9 shows the breakthrough curve
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from the baseline simulation (dashed line) alongside experimental measurements of the mixed
downstream concentration for test stands A and B (panels a and b, respectively). The simulation
breakthrough curve matches the experimental data very well. Test stand A takes approximately
twice as long to break through (see solid green lines in Figure 9a and b). Given that both beds are
subject to similar superficial velocities and bed void fractions (see Table 2), we attribute this
difference in breakthrough time to the difference in bed length.

For similar reasons, the

stoichiometric breakthrough time of test stand A is greater than of test stand B (see dotted green
lines in Figure 9a and b). The bed in test stand B is larger and thus holds more pellets and has a
greater total capacity for holding CO2. Normalizing the capacities of the two beds by the mass of
adsorbent in each, we find that both beds hold approximately 5% CO2 by mass at equilibrium.
Figure 9 also shows the effluent temperature from the baseline simulation (dashed line) alongside
experimental measurements of the mixed downstream concentration for test stand A and test stand
B (panels c and d, respectively). The initial spike in the experimentally measured temperature of
test stand A is attributed to N2 adsorption. Recall that test stand A is kept in a helium environment
prior to starting the breakthrough experiment. The introduction of nitrogen to the adsorption bed
results in a slight rise in temperature as a minute quantity is adsorbed onto the zeolites; this
phenomenon is not captured in our simulation results, which treat nitrogen as inert. Apart from
this discrepancy in test stand A, the simulation predictions closely follow the initial temperature
rise and match the maximum temperature to within one degree. The outlet temperature peaks
sooner in test stand B than A, again due to the difference in bed length. Notably, the outlet
temperature peaks in test stand B simultaneously with breakthrough. We attribute this to the very
low axial dispersion in test stand B which closely mimics ideal plug-flow behavior. This close
match also indicates that temperature gradient in the radial direction of the bed is small and thus
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the overall temperature gradient, which is primarily axial, is well represented by the onedimensional model.
Uncertainty analysis
We next perform an analysis of model uncertainty given the expected potential deviations from
these baseline parameters as described in the Model inputs section. The percent change versus the
baseline case is evaluated using the six performance metrics (defined under Comparison of model
to experiments) for upper and lower bounding values of each model input parameter. These bounds
are summarized in Table 6.

Given the excellent agreement between baseline model and

experiments, we consider this analysis as an approximation of uncertainty in the model predictions.
The adsorbent conductivity and specific heat are excluded from this table because uncertainty
values were not provided by the manufacturers, and also based on the results from a sensitivity
analysis which showed that, at ±10% uncertainty, these parameters would have a negligible effect
on the simulated performance44.
Simulations were performed for all high and low bounding values included in Table 6. The
percent changes in the performance metrics were then compared to the baseline case. Table 7
reports these relative percent changes in the breakthrough time, stoichiometric breakthrough time,
and total bed capacity. The analysis reveals that (for both test stands) the greatest uncertainties in
the effluent concentration come from three parameters: LDF coefficient, void fraction, and pellet
density. In addition to these parameters, uncertainty in axial dispersion is also important for test
stand A. This is because wall channeling due to the small pellet-to-canister diameter ratio in test
stand A results in significant axial mixing, which is not captured by the empirical correlations used
to predict axial dispersion, as these correlations only account for pellet-driven dispersion. Thus,
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the baseline dispersion is almost an order of magnitude larger than the dispersion simulated for the
uncertainty analysis.
Figure 10 shows the breakthrough curve of the four simulations for which the axial dispersion
and the LDF coefficient were held at their upper or lower uncertainty bounds, in addition to the
baseline results. As expected, it shows that the slope of the breakthrough curve increases as the
LDF coefficient is increased from the baseline value, causing the bed to breakthrough earlier;
decreasing the LDF has the opposite effect on breakthrough time. Simulations run using the upper
and lower bounds of axial dispersion coefficient, Dax, deviate significantly from the baseline in
test stand A. Both cases show a similar steepening of the curve which causes the breakthrough
time to increase. The deviation in test stand A is due to the extremely high experimentally
measured Dax that is an order of magnitude larger than even the upper uncertainty bound on Dax.
We note that Figure 10 shows negligible deviation from the baseline case in test stand B as Dax is
changed. This is consistent with the results of Knox44, who found that it is important to accurately
capture the effects of wall channeling in small-diameter, fixed adsorbent beds. The high axial
dispersion, which we found by fitting to experimental data, decreased the breakthrough time by
24% compared to ad hoc empirical predictions in test stand A (Table 7). This significant change
in breakthrough time directly impacts the adsorption efficiency of the bed. Table 7 also shows
that varying either the LDF coefficient or the axial dispersion has no effect on the capacity, which
is expected considering that these parameters govern only the kinetics (and not equilibrium
characteristics) of adsorption. Finally, we note that the uncertainty for both the stoichiometric
breakthrough time and total capacity is approximately 1% for both test stands due to the accuracy
with which we can determine porosity and void fraction.
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We also evaluated the impact of changing the model inputs on the three metrics quantifying the
temperature of the gas stream leaving the bed. Both the composition and temperature of this
effluent stream are of great interest in modeling multi-bed sorption systems, such as the CDRA
and the next generation of four-bed molecular sieves (4BMS), because the effluent of one bed
becomes the influent stream of the next. We choose the time at which the maximum outlet
temperature is reached as a metric because it quantifies the time at which the thermal wave exits
the bed (analogous to the breakthrough time for mass transport). The results are tabulated in Table
8. Evaluation of the temperature metrics shows that several parameters are important to the model
uncertainty: LDF coefficient, axial dispersion, effective axial thermal conductivity, gas–canister
heat transfer coefficient, and canister–insulation heat transfer coefficient. The effect of axial
dispersion on temperature is only significant in test stand A due to the order-of-magnitude
difference between the predicted axial dispersion and the baseline measured Dax for stand A. The
effect of varying LDF coefficient and effective axial thermal conductivity are similar for both test
stands; the exit temperature metrics for both test stands follow the same trend and show similar
order-of-magnitude changes. However, the effluent temperatures of test stands A and B were
sensitive to different heat transfer coefficients. We attribute this to differences in canister material
and thicknesses. Test stand A is constructed of a thin aluminum wall which has minimal thermal
capacity and resistance; thus, heat easily flows through the canister wall and into the insulation.
Conversely, test stand B has a thick, steel canister wall which acts as a large heat sink during the
breakthrough process. Thus, test stand A was more strongly influenced by the canister-insulation
heat transfer while test stand B was most strongly affected by the gas-canister heat transfer. It is
important to note that the uncertainty bounds for the canister–insulation and insulation–ambient
heat transfer coefficients were chosen to be extreme examples (e.g., we vary hcan-ins from 0 to ∞).
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Even with this very large range of values, the effect on the temperature behavior only changed by
a few percents compared to the baseline. This is due to the weak temperature gradients observed
during adsorption which are only on the order of 10 K. We expect that the model predictions
would be significantly more prone to error due to uncertain heat transfer coefficients when
modeling temperature-assisted desorption (where the bed is heated to nearly 300ºC). For test stand
A, the maximum temperature rise across the bed is also sensitive to the axial dispersion coefficient;
again, this is due to the order-of-magnitude discrepancy of our experimentally measured axial
dispersion from the expected range of Dax. The mean temperature rise is proportional to the total
energy transferred to the gas-phase during adsorption, which is simply proportional to the total
mass of CO2 adsorbed less the heat loss to ambient and absorbed by the thermal mass of the test
stand. As the thermal mass of the bed is small, we see that uncertainty in the mean temperature
rise across the bed is mainly influenced by heat loss through the lateral walls.
The effluent temperature of the simulation cases for which the temperature profile was most
strongly affected by the uncertain parameter being evaluated is shown in Figure 11, along with the
baseline case. Figure 11a shows that the time to reach the maximum outlet temperature remains
largely unchanged for test stand A, while the maximum temperature rise across the bed is strongly
influenced by the canister-insulation heat transfer coefficient; the same trend is seen in test stand
B, but with the gas-canister heat transfer coefficient having the strong influence (Figure 11b).
From Figure 11b we also see that the upper bound of the effective axial thermal conductivity causes
a noticeable drop in the maximum effluent temperature compared with the baseline, while the
lower bound has negligible effect. This is because the axial conduction in the baseline case is very
low, much closer to the lower bound than the upper bound.
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Conclusions
We performed an uncertainty analysis to understand the variation in predictions of a onedimensional, fixed-bed adsorption model given expected potential deviations in several model
input parameters including bed transport properties, heat transfer coefficients, and thermophysical
adsorbent properties. The model was calibrated to experimental breakthrough data from two test
stands of different lengths and pellet-to-bed diameter ratios. This work is the first documented
validation of the calibration method proposed by Knox et al.33. We showed that the LDF extracted
from centerline measurements in the smaller test stand A could be used to predict breakthrough in
the larger test stand B yielding excellent agreement with experimental data. The uncertainty
analysis was then performed for both test stands to which the model was calibrated by
independently changing the model inputs between their lower and upper bounds of their predicted
values.

The model uncertainty was found by evaluating the resulting change in predicted

performance metrics. Metrics such as the breakthrough time, total capacity, and time-averaged
temperature rise across the bed were used to evaluate the model’s uncertainty to these inputs for
breakthrough of CO2 on zeolite 5A in an N2 carrier gas. These metrics were selected due to their
importance when modeling multi-bed systems. Based on the breakthrough time and capacity,
uncertainty in the LDF coefficient and axial dispersion were identified to be the greatest source of
model uncertainty. Only two parameters had a notable effect on the stoichiometric breakthrough
time or capacity—porosity and pellet density—though the uncertainty in the predicted
stoichiometric breakthrough time and capacity were small (~1%). The uncertainty analysis further
identified that it is important to accurately predict the axial dispersion coefficient accounting for
dispersion effects beyond pellet-driven dispersion. As previously noted by Knox et al.33, empirical
prediction of this parameter can induce large errors in beds with small pellet-to-diameter ratio
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(such as the small channels in a CDRA adsorbent core), due to a failure to account for wallchanneling effects. The analysis also indicated that it is vital to obtain sufficiently accurate
measurements of pellet density and bed void fraction to which the performance is highly sensitive.
As we transition from a traditional design-build-test approach to simulation-based design, we need
a firm understanding of the sensitivities and uncertainties of our models. This work should aid in
the design of life support systems for deep space exploration as engineers continue to push the
limits of model-based design and optimization.
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Notation

A

area, m2

Afr

free-flow area ( πdcan,in 2 4 ), m2

c

molar concentration, mol/m3

cp

specific heat capacity, J/(kg K)

d

diameter, m

Deff , j

(

effective diffusivity of species j in the gas-phase mixture, 1 DM, j + 1 DK, j

D jk

binary diffusion coefficient of species j in species k, cm2/sec

DK, j

Knudsen diffusivity of species j in the gas-phase mixture, cm2/sec

DM , j

molecular diffusivity of species j in the gas-phase mixture, cm2/sec

Dax

axial dispersion coefficient, m2/s

h

heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2 K)

k

thermal conductivity, W/(m K)

kn

linear-driving-force (LDF) mass transfer coefficient, 1/s

0
k eff

effective axial thermal conductivity of a quiescent bed, W/(m K)

keff

effective axial thermal conductivity of bed with flow, W/(m K)

L

adsorbent bed length, m

M

molar mass, g/mol

p

pressure, kPa
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)

-1

, cm2/sec

q
q*

adsorbate concentration in the adsorbed phase, mol/m3
equilibrium adsorbed-phase concentration, mol/m3

t

time, s

tb

breakthrough time, s

tstoich
T

DTg

stoichiometric breakthrough time, s
temperature, K
temperature change of gas across the bed, K

u¥

superficial fluid velocity, m/s

ui

interstitial fluid velocity ( u¥

V

volume, m3

Vbed
V!
z

yj

e ), m/s

total bed volume ( p dcan,in 2 L 4 ), m3
volumetric flow rate, SLPM (at 1 atm and 273.15 K)
axial position, m
mole fraction of species j, [mol/mol]

Greek symbols

b

radial dispersion factor

e

void fraction of the adsorbent bed

l

isosteric heat of adsorption, J/mol

µ

dynamic viscosity, kg/(m s)

r

density, kg/m3
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renv

pellet envelope density, kg/m3

t

tortuosity

c

total capacity measured as mass of CO2 adsorbed, g

Subscripts
0
amb
can
CO2
g
init
in

inlet condition
ambient
canister containing adsorbent
carbon dioxide
gas-phase
initial
inner, inside

ins

insulation

max

maximum

mean
out

mean
outer, outside

p

pellet

s

adsorbent

Dimensionless groups

Nu

Nusselt number

Pe

Peclet number ( Re ´ Pr )

Pe¥

Pr

Peclet number at infinite velocity
Prandlt number ( µ c p k )
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Rep

pellet Reynolds number ( u¥ d p rg µg )

Sc j

Schmidt number of species j ( µg rg D j )
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Figures
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional views of the cylindrical canister and adsorbent bed for test stand A and
test stand B, showing the axial locations of intra-bed temperature and CO2 sensors. Note that the
inlet and outlet gas sampling tubes are physically located far upstream and downstream
respectively of the adsorbent.
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Figure 2. Experimental measurements64–74 of interfacial gas-adsorbent Nusselt number compared
with the correlation of Wakao et al.54 (solid line) and uncertainty bounds (dashed lines)
encompassing 95% of data.
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Figure 3. Experimental measurements75,76 of gas-canister Nusselt number compared with the
correlation of Li and Finlayson55 (solid line) and uncertainty bounds (dashed lines) encompassing
95% of data.
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Figure 4. Experimental measurements52,77–83 of axial dispersion of gases through fixed beds of
spherical particles compared with the correlation of Edwards and Richardson52 (solid line). Upper
and lower uncertainty bounds on Dax are estimated from the correlations of Scott et al.84 and
Wicke85, respectively.
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uncertainty bounds (dashed lines) encompassing 95% of data.
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Figure 6. Calibration of LDF in test stand A: (a) model predictions shown alongside experimental
measurements of exit concentration at 97.5% of the bed length for CO2 breakthrough, and (b) the
sum of squared errors (SSE) between the model prediction and cubic-spline fit to the experimental
data as a function of LDF coefficient. The gray region in (a) marks the span of the simulated
breakthrough curves for the range of LDF coefficients in (b). (Dax = 1.13×10-3 m2/s).
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Figure 7. Calibration of Dax in test stand A: (a) model predictions shown alongside experimental
measurements of mixed concentration far downstream of the bed for CO2 breakthrough, and (b)
the SSE between the model prediction and cubic-spline fit to the experimental data as a function
of Dax. The gray region in (a) marks the span of the simulated breakthrough curves for the Dax
values simulated in (b). (kn = 2.1×10-3 s-1).
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Figure 8. Calibration of Dax in test stand B: (a) model predictions shown alongside experimental
measurements of mixed concentration far downstream of the bed for CO2 breakthrough, and (b)
the SSE between the model prediction and the experimental data as a function of Dax. The gray
region in (a) marks the span of the simulated breakthrough curves for the Dax values simulated in
(b). (kn = 2.1×10-3 s-1).
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Figure 9. Comparison of baseline simulation and experimental data for test stand A (top) and test
stand B (bottom). Left panels (a, b) show breakthrough curves and right panels (c, d) show exit
temperature. All values are for mixed, downstream measurements.
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Figure 10. For test stand A (a) and test stand B (b): breakthrough curve for the baseline simulation
input parameters compared with four simulations where either the LDF coefficient or the axial
dispersion coefficient, were set to their upper or lower bound given in Table 6. The zoomed-in
inset shows the time where the outlet concentration curve crosses the breakthrough point (

c / c0 = 1% ), i.e., the breakthrough time.
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Figure 11. For test stand A (a) and test stand B (b): temperature of effluent for baseline simulation
inputs compared with simulations where one of several input parameters were set to their upper or
lower bound given in Table 6.
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Tables
Table 1. Dimensions and physical properties of the test stand A33 and test stand B50.
Test stand A
bed length, L, m
void fraction, ε
inner canister diameter, dcan,in, mm
adsorbent: material
mean pellet diameter, dp, mm
conductivity, ks, W/(m K)
heat capacity, cp,s, J/(kg K)
pellet envelope density, ρenv, kg/m3
canister: material
thickness, tcan, mm
conductivity, kcan, W/(m K)
heat capacity, cp,can, J/(kg K)
density, ρcan, kg/m3
insulation: material
thickness, tins, mm
conductivity, kins, W/(m K)
heat capacity, cp,ins, J/(kg K)
density, ρins, kg/m3

0.254
0.35
47.6
Grace Davidson grade 52294
2.32
0.152
920
1180
stainless steel
1.59
14.2
475
7833
96
Q-fiber® and min-K®97
25.4
0.038
747
88
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Test stand B
0.165
0.35
93.6
UOP RK-3895
2.1
0.144
650
1179
aluminum
10.3
205
902
2712
Pyropel® LD-698
15.9
0.032
747
100

Table 2. Inlet and initial conditions for breakthrough of CO2 on zeolite in test stands A33 and B50.
operational parameter

Test stand A

Test stand B

volumetric flow rate, V! , SLPM
inlet temperature, Tg,in, K

28.3
298

132
299

initial temperature, Tinit, K

299

299

ambient temperature, Tamb, K

298

297

inlet total pressure, pg,in, kPa

106

126

0.816

0.689

inlet CO2 partial pressure,

pCO2 ,in ,

kPa
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Table 3. Toth equilibrium adsorption isotherm parameters for CO2 on Zeolite 5A62.
a0, mol/(kg kPa)
9.875 × 10-7

b0, kPa-1
6.761 × 10-8
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E, K
5625

t0
0.27

c, K
-20.02

Table 4. Baseline values of the model input parameters varied in the uncertainty analysis.
model input parameter
linear-driving-force coefficient, kn, s-1
axial dispersion (eq 13), Dax, m2/s
effective axial thermal conductivity (eq 11), keff, W/(m K)
void fraction, ε
gas-adsorbent heat transfer coefficient (eq 9), hg-s, W/(m2K)
gas-canister heat transfer coefficient (eq 10), hg-can, W/(m2K)
canister-insulation heat transfer coefficient, hcan-ins, W/(m2K)
insulation-ambient heat transfer coefficient, hins-amb, W/(m2K)
adsorbent envelope density, ρenv, kg/m3
adsorbent thermal conductivity, ks, W/(m K)
adsorbent specific heat, cp,s, J/(kg K)
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test stand A
2.1×10-3
1.20×10-2
0.673
0.35
128
16.9
3
3
1180
0.152
920

test stand B
2.1×10-3
1.13×10-3
0.726
0.35
148
10.8
3
3
1179
0.144
650

Table 5. Output metrics for the baseline simulation and experimental results.

output metrics
breakthrough time, tb , s
stoichiometric breakthrough time, tstoich , s
total capacity, c , g

test stand A
simulation experiment
1000
2640
17.1

N/A*
2676
18.9

test stand B
simulation
experiment
630
1848
43.3

580
1876
45.3

time to max outlet temperature, t(Tg,max), s
1300
1497
510
650
max temperature rise, ΔTg,max, K
11.0
11.7
7.3
7.1
mean temperature rise, ΔTg,mean, K
3.6
4.8
1.8
2.0
* experimental data are not sufficiently resolved to determine the exact breakthrough time in test stand A
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Table 6. Upper and lower bounds of model input parameters for uncertainty analysis.
test stand A

parameter

test stand B

lower bound upper bound lower bound upper bound
-1

2.0 × 10-2
1.00 × 10-3
0.454
.343

2.2 × 10-2
1.20 × 10-3
5.48
.357

2.0 × 10-2
1.03 × 10-3
0.569
.343

2.2 × 10-2
1.22 × 10-3
2.847
.357

gas-adsorbent heat transfer coefficient, hg-s, W/(m2K)
gas-canister heat transfer coefficient, hg-can, W/(m2K)
canister-insulation heat transfer coefficient, hcan-ins, W/(m2K)
insulation-ambient heat transfer coefficient, hins-amb, W/(m2K)

91.4
12.9
0
2

238
25.9
∞
25

105
8.3
0
2

276
16.5
∞
25

adsorbent envelope density, ρenv, kg/m3

1168

1192

1167

1191

linear-driving-force coefficient, kn, s
axial dispersion, Dax, m2/s
effective axial thermal conductivity, keff, W/(m K)
void fraction, ε
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Table 7. Percent change in breakthrough time, stoichiometric breakthrough time, and total
capacity from baseline case for model input parameters evaluated at their upper and lower
uncertainty bounds as given in Table 6.
stoichiometric breakthrough
time
test stand A
test stand B
test stand A
test stand B
parameter low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
kn
-5.0% 4.0% -6.3% 6.3% -0.2% 0.1%
0%
0%
Dax
24.0% 23.0% 0%
0%
0.5% 0.5%
0%
0%
keff
-1.0% 1.0%
0%
1.6%
0% -0.1% 0%
0%
ε
2.0% -3.0% 3.2% -3.2% 1.1% -1.1% 1.1% -1.1%
hg–s
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
hg–can
0% -1.0% 0%
0%
0%
0%
0% -0.1%
hcan–ins
-1.0% 1.0%
0%
0% -0.1% 0% -0.1% 0.1%
hins–amb
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0.1%
0%
0.1%
ρenv
-2.0% 1.0% -1.6% 3.2% -1.0% 1.0% -0.9% 1.1%
breakthrough time
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total capacity
test stand A
test stand B
low
high
low
high
-0.3% 0.2% -0.1% 0.1%
0.7% 0.7%
0%
0%
0% -0.1% 0%
0%
1.0% -1.0% 1.1% -1.1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0.1% -0.1%
-0.1% 0% -0.1% 0.1%
-0.1% 0%
0%
0.1%
-1.0% 1.0% -0.9% 1.1%

Table 8. Percent change in maximum/mean temperature rise across the bed from baseline model
for model input parameters evaluated at their upper and lower uncertainty bounds as given in Table
6.
time to max outlet temp.
max temperature rise
mean temperature rise
test stand A
test stand B
test stand A
test stand B
test stand A
test stand B
parameter low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
kn
-1.6% 1.6% -6.3% 4.8% -1.2% 1.2% -0.5% 0.5% -0.3% 0.3%
0%
0.2%
Dax
7.0% 7.0%
0% -1.6% 5.8% 5.8%
0%
0%
0.8% 0.8% 0.1% 0.1%
keff
-0.8% 3.1% -1.6% 6.3% 0.3% -3.9% 0.3% -4.1% 0.2% -2.5% 0.2% -2.9%
ε
1.6% -1.6% 1.6% -3.2% 0.4% -0.4% 0.1% -0.1% 1.0% -1.0% 1.1% -1.0%
hg–s
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0.1% 0.1%
hg–can
-1.6% 1.6% -4.8% 6.3% -0.8% 1.9% 1.9% -3.2% 0%
0%
0.3% 0.2%
hcan–ins
0.8% 3.1%
0% -1.6% 4.5% -5.2% 0%
0.4% 4.7% -3.8% 2.4% 0.3%
hins–amb
0% -0.8% 0%
0%
0.2% -1.4% -0.1% 0.4% 0.8% -2.9% 0.1% 0.4%
ρenv
-1.6% 0.8% -3.2% 1.6% -0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.5% -1.0% 0.9% -0.5% 1.4%
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normalized CO2 concentration after bed

For Table of Contents Only
1

experiment
simulation
potential 50% error
in breakthrough time
due to uncertainty in
axial dispersion

c/c0=1%

250

0

0

0.5

1

time, hr
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500
t, s

1.5

750
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